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ABSTRACT 

Climate has experienced strong changes on time scales from decades to millions of years. As 

biodiversity has evolved under these circumstances, dependence on these climate dynamics is 

expected. Here, we assess the current state of knowledge on paleoclimatic legacies in biodiversity 

and ecosystem patterns. Paleoclimate have had strong impacts on past biodiversity dynamics, 

driving range shifts, extinctions, as well as diversification. We outline theory for how these 

dynamics may have left legacies in contemporary patterns and review the empirical evidence. We 

report ample evidence that Quaternary glacial-interglacial climate change affects current patterns in 

species distributions and diversity across a broad range of organisms and regions, with emerging 

evidence also for legacies of deeper-time paleoclimate and in patterns in phylogenetic and 

functional diversity and ecosystem functioning. Finally, we discuss implications for Anthropocene 

ecology and outline an agenda to improve our understanding of paleoclimate’s role in shaping 

contemporary biodiversity and ecosystems. 

  



INTRODUCTION 

Earth’s climate has experienced strong changes on time scales from decades to millions of years 

(Ruddiman 2014). As biodiversity has evolved and diversified under these circumstances, some 

dependence of biodiversity patterns on these climate dynamics should be expected. While this is 

increasingly recognized, the role of climate history in shaping the distribution of biodiversity and 

ecosystems has until recently received limited attention (e.g., Dynesius & Jansson 2000, Haffer 

1969, Ricklefs & Latham 1999, Wiens & Donoghue 2004). In the last decade an increasing number 

of studies have attempted to determine the role of paleoclimate in shaping current diversity patterns, 

likely to a large extent reflecting three factors, (i) the increasing availability of spatially-explicit 

paleoclimatic data, (ii) an increasing interest in and ability to test historical and evolutionary 

hypotheses due to the rapid development in phylogenetics and phylogeography, and (iii) the 

increasing focus on understanding the importance of climate change for biodiversity and ecosystem 

functions, driven by the ongoing and forecasted anthropo genic climate change. 

Here, we assess the current state of knowledge regarding paleoclimatic legacies in 

biodiversity patterns. While most of this research has focused on species distributions and species 

diversity, we will also treat the phylogenetic and functional components of biodiversity. 

Paleoclimatic legacies in intraspecific genetic diversity have received much attention in 

phylogeography, but are not covered here. Further, as biodiversity may affect ecosystem 

functioning (Hooper et al. 2005), we also consider evidence that paleoclimatic effects on 

biodiversity may penetrate to affect how ecosystems function. Paleoclimate could in principle refer 

to climate any length of time into the past, but we here restrict ourselves to consider time-scales of 

≥10
2
 years. We first briefly summarize the main relevant paleoclimatic conditions and changes and 

their impacts on past biodiversity. We then outline the theory for how paleoclimate might leave 



legacies in contemporary biodiversity and ecosystem patterns and the empirical evidence for such 

legacies. Lastly, we discuss the implications of legacies for ecological dynamics in the 

Anthropocene and possible future approaches. 

PALEOCLIMATE 

Contemporary species diversity has deep roots, but is mainly the product of diversification within 

the Cenozoic, i.e., the last 66 million years since the end of Mesozoic era and the demise of non-

avian dinosaurs and many other clades. Hence, it is mainly climatic conditions and changes 

throughout this period that has potential to shape current diversity patterns and three hierarchical 

aspects might be important: (1) a long-term 10
7
-year scale cooling trend, including Paleogene (66-

23 mya) and Neogene (23-2.6 mya) climatic and glaciation events, (2) 10
6
- to 10

5
-year scale 

Quaternary glacial-interglacial oscillations, and (3) shorter-term climatic variability, notably within 

the Holocene (Ruddiman 2014). 

The Cenozoic began with a warm greenhouse climate, with unglaciated poles and a flat 

latitudinal temperature gradient (Ruddiman 2014). Although the exact causes are unclear, cooling 

and associated drying started at the Eocene/Oligocene boundary 33.8 Mya and culminated with 

recurring Pleistocene ice ages during the last 2.6 million years (Ruddiman 2014). This cooling is 

proximally explained by declining atmospheric CO2 concentrations, while the underlying factors are 

still unclear (Ruddiman 2014): However, plate tectonics are implicated, possibly acting via changes 

in land mass configurations, sea-floor spreading rates, and orogeny. One of the factors discussed is 

vertical uplift of large plateaus in the Northern Hemisphere, notably the Tibetan plateau, caused by 

collision of India into Asia and leading to chemical weathering and draw-down of CO2 as well as 

changing atmospheric patterns (Ruddiman 2014). The opening of Drake’s strait and the isolation of 

Antarctica is also thought to play a role, triggering the abrupt Eocene–Oligocene cooling and 



extensive Antarctic glaciation (Livermore et al. 2005). Despite the overall cooling trend, there have 

also been periods with warming during this period (Ruddiman 2014). 

The last 2.7 million years have been characterized by repeated large Northern Hemisphere 

glaciations and a generally cool climate (Ruddiman 2014). The initial trigger is still being 

discussed, e.g., changes in deep-sea circulation due to growth of the Antarctic ice sheets (Woodard 

et al. 2014), but it is clear that timing of the subsequent glacial-interglacial cycles is linked to 

cyclical changes in Earth’s orbit, tilt and orientation (Milankovitch cycles) (Ruddiman 2014). While 

clearly oscillations, each cycle has varied in development and amplitude, with a shift towards longer 

and deeper glaciations approximately 0.9 million years ago (Ruddiman 2014). 

Strong short-term climatic variability has also occurred, notably during glacial periods, e.g., 

rapid, short cooling periods (Heinrich events) and abrupt, short-lived warming (Dansgaard-

Oeschger events) (Ruddiman 2014). During the Holocene, short-term climatic variability has been 

more muted, but not negligible. There has been millennial-scale and multi-century-scale regional 

cooling or drying, with the so-called Little Ice Age from 1350-1850 AD as the latest and most well-

known (Mayewski et al. 2004, Wanner et al. 2008). 

PALEOCLIMATIC IMPACTS ON PAST BIODIVERSITY 

Deep-time paleoclimatic changes 

The climate changes during the Paleogene and Neogene have elicited marked biotic responses. 

Warming and cooling events have had strong effects on inter-continental migrations via effects on 

climatic suitability of dispersal corridors. A short-lived warming event 55.8 mya illustrates this, as 

it allowed Asian mammal groups to invade North America via a northern corridor, causing large 

and permanent faunal shifts (Bowen et al. 2002). There are also many examples of climate-driven 



range shifts within continents, such as drying-linked range contractions among African palms 

during the last 30 million years (Pan et al. 2006) and  orbitally-driven range oscillations in tree taxa 

in Europe during the Pliocene (Willis et al. 1999). There are also many examples of strong regional 

climate-driven extinctions during the Paleo- and Neogene (e.g., Lewis et al. 2008). Some clades 

such as gymnosperms have been strongly affected globally by climate-linked extinctions during this 

time frame (Crisp & Cook 2011). At the same time, there is also evidence for phylo- and anagenetic 

responses to these deep-time climate changes, e.g., radiations in drought-adapted plants during 

Neogene drying in Australia (Crisp et al. 2004). 

Quaternary climate variability 

The Quaternary glacial-interglacial climate oscillations have caused strong biodiversity responses. 

The strong climate changes caused large range shifts in many species (Huntley & Webb III 1989), 

and in some areas numerous species contracted into refugia during glacials (Carnaval et al. 2009, 

Hewitt 2000). These dynamics affected some regions more strongly than others (Rodríguez 2006). 

The repeated retractions to refugia and associated population fragmentation have been 

hypothesized to promote allopatric speciation in Amazonia and other regions (Haffer 1969). While 

this hypothesis has largely been falsified for Amazonia (Hoorn et al. 2010), the mechanism has 

found some support in other regions (e.g., Maldonado-Coelho 2012). Additionally, there is evidence 

of diversification of some groups into the increasingly available cold and dry habitats (e.g., Paun et 

al. 2005). In terms of anagenesis, there are many cases where the climate conditions of the 

Quaternary have driven evolutionary adaptation, e.g., in mammals, where both evolution of 

adaptations to specific habitats and generalist adaptations enabling broad niches and survival of 

major environmental changes are seen (e.g., Lister 2004). 



Quaternary glacial-interglacial climate oscillations have caused regional and global 

extinctions. Severe regional extinctions affecting a wide range of organisms occurred in response to 

the initial glacial cycle, e.g., trees in Europe (Svenning 2003, Willis et al. 1999) and Australia 

(MacPhail et al. 1995) and molluscs in the North Sea and the Mediterranean (Raffi et al. 1985) and 

California (Bowersox 2005). Climate-related extinctions continued through the later glacial-

interglacial cycles, but generally at a much lower rate (Postigo Mijarra et al. 2010, Raffi et al. 

1985), likely because ecologically and geographically sensitive taxa had already been filtered away 

(Raffi et al. 1985). A major bout of extinctions appears to be associated with the shift to high-

amplitude, long glacial-interglacial cycles in the Middle Pleistocene (Azzaroli et al. 1988, Postigo 

Mijarra et al. 2010). During the last glacial-interglacial cycle only a few species were lost due to 

climate changes, e.g., the ulmaceous tree Zelkova from the European mainland going into the Last 

Glacial Maximum (LGM, ~21,000 years ago) (Follieri et al. 1986) and the North American spruce 

Picea critchfieldii during the late-glacial warming (Jackson & Weng 1999). One exception is the 

massive global loss of large animals during the Late Pleistocene and early Holocene – however, 

increasing evidence points to Homo sapiens as the culprit behind these extinctions (Sandom et al. 

2014).  

Holocene climate 

The Holocene is too short to have allowed speciation in most cases (Lister 2004). The relatively 

subdued climatic variations appear not to have caused global extinctions (ignoring some doubtful 

cases), but have driven regional range dynamics. For example, a number of species retracted 

towards the poles during the initial warming (e.g., Sommer et al. 2014), with similar responses to 

later warmings (Terry et al. 2011). Numerous other responses to temperature changes have also 

been reported, e.g., marked changes in animal and plant communities in response to the cooling of 



the Little Ice Age (Campbell & McAndrews 1993, Hu et al. 2013). Strong range responses to 

precipitation changes are also seen, especially in ecotonal areas (e.g., Watrin et al. 2008). 

In summary, past climate conditions have affected speciation, extinction and migration and 

led to biodiversity changes. Some of these changes might have vanished with the passage of time, 

while others might have left lasting imprints in current patterns of species distributions, multiple 

facets of diversity, and even ecosystem functioning. In the following, we first outline the theory for 

how paleoclimate might leave legacies in contemporary biodiversity patterns, and then turn to the 

empirical evidence for such legacies.  

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE ON PALEOCLIMATIC LEGACIES 

General 

We define historical legacies as phenomena where current patterns are influenced by past 

conditions. Following (Ricklefs & Latham 1999) we recognize two kinds of historical legacies. The 

first is a lasting effect of transient past events such as glaciations and climatic excursions. The 

second is a cumulative effect of time-dependent ongoing processes, such as the diversification of 

clades over time. Several types of dynamics may lead to such legacies. Historical factors should act 

differently on ecological state variables that are near their ecological equilibrium compared to those 

that are far from an equilibrium or have no equilibrium on the time-scales of interest (Figure 1). 

Among state variables close to an equilibrium (Figure 1AC), a transient event that perturbs the 

system away from the equilibrium or a shift to a new equilibrium can produce time lags. A time lag 

describes the amount of time that elapses before the state returns to an equilibrium, and the 

dynamics experienced during that period are called transient dynamics (Hastings 2004). Time lags 

occur frequently in biogeography and ecology (e.g., Svenning & Sandel 2013). If time lags are large 



relative to the frequency of changes in equilibrium states, then disequilibrium dynamics are likely to 

be a ubiquitous feature (Hastings 2004, Svenning & Sandel 2013). On the other hand, some 

ecological state variables are likely to be far from equilibrium and driven primarily by intrinsic 

dynamics (Figure 1BD). In such circumstances, even a short-lived perturbation can have a 

permanent legacy. 

Species distributions and species diversity 

There are a number of important mechanisms by which time lags may influence species distribution 

and richness patterns, with different characteristic time scales (Figure 2). Over relatively short 

periods, lags in population dynamics can be important. Competing tree species in forest simulation 

models can coexist for >1000 years, despite their equilibrium densities being zero (Pacala et al. 

1996), and a similar mechanism underlies the coexistence of species in neutral theory (Hubbell 

2001). The important implication is that diversity can be shaped by extremely rare historical 

disturbance events or gradual changes in climatic conditions. An important class of time lags refers 

to slow responses of species ranges to glacial-interglacial climate cycles. Proposed by Dynesius and 

Jansson (2000), these dynamics are referred to as orbitally-forced species’ range dynamics (ORD). 

The species composition in areas with strong ORD should be heavily influenced by dispersal lags. 

Considerable time might pass between when conditions become suitable for a species, and when it 

actually arrives. Because this lag is expected to depend on dispersal ability, communities exposed to 

high ORD are likely to contain particularly many vagile species (Dynesius & Jansson 2000, Jansson 

& Dynesius 2002). There could also be time lags in response to deeper-time climate changes, but 

these have not received much attention. 

The number of species in a region is the sum of all species occurring there. There is much 

evidence suggesting that assemblages are often not saturated (Morlon et al. 2010, Stohlgren et al. 



2008, Szava-Kovats et al. 2013), opening the door for historical effects. Hence, time-lagged 

migration and extinction effects on species ranges as discussed above will directly affect species 

richness. Paleoclimate conditions may also influence current diversity patterns via regional species 

pool effects. These effects may occur when one set of conditions predominated in the past. 

Following the appearance of a novel climate, species richness there could initially be low, because 

relatively few species in the pool can survive there. Some time lag should occur before species 

richness in the novel condition reaches in equilibrium, via in situ diversification and adaptation. 

This mechanism is at the heart of the tropical niche conservatism hypothesis (Wiens & Donoghue 

2004), but has also been applied to explain e.g., species richness-soil relations (e.g., Ewald 2003, 

Laliberté et al. 2014). If clades have speciation and extinction rates that are dependent on climate, 

but largely independent of their species richness, richness is likely to be particularly strongly 

impacted by paleoclimate, since its influence on species richness may persist indefinitely (Figure 

1B). A recent analysis of a large number of phylogenies from a broad range of organisms found that 

most clades have not reached their diversity limit, but are experiencing slowdowns in speciation 

rates (Morlon et al. 2010). 

Phylogenetic diversity 

Phylogenetic diversity describes the collective evolutionary distinctiveness of a set of species and 

may depend on past climate via the same mechanisms as species richness (Figure 3), e.g., niche 

conservatism may generate phylogenetic clustering in novel climates (Hawkins et al. 2014, Miller et 

al. 2013). In addition, phylogenetically distinct species, and thus high phylogenetic diversity, occur 

in lineages with low speciation rates or high extinction rates, which may depend mechanistically on 

climate (Figure 3A). This hypothesis has received considerable attention in the context of the 

latitudinal gradient of diversity, postulating higher speciation and/or lower extinction in high-energy 



climates (Mittelbach et al. 2007). ORD have been proposed to either increase diversification by 

inducing allopatric speciation (Haffer 1969), or decrease diversification by preventing the formation 

of stable isolate populations that can develop into separate species (Dynesius & Jansson 2000, 

Jansson & Dynesius 2002). Strong climatic fluctuations or short periods of extreme climate may 

shape phylogenetic diversity by selective extinction (Eiserhardt et al. 2015) or recolonization 

(Hortal et al. 2011). This mechanism would generally lead to low phylogenetic diversity if 

extinction vulnerability or dispersal capacity show phylogenetic signal (Figure 3B). 

Functional diversity 

Functional diversity describes the value and range of functional traits within an assemblage. 

Functional traits can be defined as attributes that determine sensitivity to the environment (response 

traits) or environmental impacts (effect traits) (Lavorel & Garnier 2002). Much work has been done 

on determining broad-scale variation in functional diversity, finding strong associations to current 

climate (e.g., Wright et al. 2005). While not much studied, there is also evidence that functional 

diversity can be strongly shaped by historical factors, e.g., idiosyncratic lineage evolution and 

regional diversification (Couvreur et al. 2015). Therefore, it is also conceivable that functional 

diversity may be influenced by similar disequilibrium dynamics as described for species diversity. 

These effects could involve both evolutionary lags and filtering processes (Figure 4). The matching 

of response traits to a given climate depends on evolutionary trait development and/or immigration 

of species with climatically matching traits (Ackerly 2003), processes that may exhibit lags in 

response to climatic changes. Exemplifying such lags, African proboscideans only achieved 

maximal values of lamellar number and hypsodonty at least 7 Myr after the onset of a grazing-

dominated diet, in response to Cenozoic drying (Lister 2013). Given the role of traits in determining 

vagility, dispersal-related traits may lead to paleoclimatic legacies in functional diversity via time-



lagged dispersal or indirectly via interdependencies with other traits Climatically-driven extinctions 

may affect functional diversity if they filter according to climatic tolerances (Svenning 2003) and 

directly or indirectly associated traits (Figure 4). Climatic instability such as high ORD is expected 

to select for traits associated with generalism and vagility, enhancing the ability to survive in situ 

and to track shifting habitats (Dynesius & Jansson 2000, Jansson & Dynesius 2002). 

Ecosystem functioning 

Ecosystem functioning encompasses the level, rate and dynamics of ecosystem properties such as 

biomass, productivity, and nutrient cycling and is often linked to species and functional diversity 

(e.g., Flynn et al. 2011). Legacies in the species and functional trait pool due to transient climatic 

changes (removal of species and functional states) or cumulative effects (accumulation of species 

and functional states over time) could also affect ecosystem functioning, notably via 

interdependencies between response and effect traits (Figure 5). Although not climate linked, 

studies that indicate that ecosystem functioning is affected by long-term historical legacies mediated 

by species pool effects on functional diversity illustrate the scope for similar paleoclimatic 

historical effects. One remarkable example concerns the stature of tropical forests. The historical 

restriction of the tall-growing tree clade Dipterocarpoideae to southeast Asia and neighboring areas 

offers a likely explanation for the much greater average height, productivity and biomass of this 

region’s forests compared to those in South America after controlling for soil and climate (e.g., 

Banin et al. 2014). Many examples from human-induced biological invasions also show that there 

are historical constraints on the distribution of functional groups across the World, with important 

impacts on ecosystem functioning, e.g., Eurasian earthworm invasions in North America (Frelich et 

al. 2006) and invasions of Northern Hemisphere pines (Pinus) across the Southern Hemisphere 

(Richardson et al. 1994). 



EVIDENCE FOR PALEOCLIMATIC LEGACIES IN DIVERSITY PATTERNS 

In this section, we synthesize the evidence for imprints of paleoclimate on current patterns of 

species distributions, species richness, and phylogenetic diversity, and also cover the emerging 

interest in their effects on functional diversity and ecosystem functioning. 

Species distributions 

The geographic distributions of all species are limited in space and the limits have long been 

attributed to unsuitable climate or geographic barriers. While there is no doubt that these are major 

determinants of species ranges at large spatial scales, there is increasing evidence that paleoclimate 

also plays a role. 

Paleoclimatic changes during the Paleo- and Neogene have enabled or hindered exchange of 

species among regions as well as driven regional extirpations, thereby leaving marks in the 

distribution of species and genera. Among temperate plants, a few species and many genera are 

disjunct between eastern North America and East Asia, reflecting past connectivity across the 

Bering land bridge as well as climate-driven extirpations from Europe and western North America 

(Donoghue & Smith 2004). Many others are now restricted to East Asia, following similar 

extinction dynamics (Manchester et al. 2009). Similar dynamics also shape distributions elsewhere, 

e.g., in the Southern Hemisphere (e.g., Hill 2004, Wilf et al. 2003).  

Much empirical evidence shows that Quaternary glacial-interglacial oscillations have left 

legacies in current species ranges. It has long been debated to which degree time-lagged dispersal 

responses have left imprints of past climate change in the present-day geographic ranges (e.g., 

Davis 1986, Prentice et al. 1991). Hutchinson (1918) argued that if tree species migration has kept 

pace with the postglacial temperature changes, then climatic isoclines and distributional limits 



should coincide, but found this to not be the case for some North American tree species (Tsuga 

canadensis, Acer saccharum, and Fagus americana), concluding that in many places the migration 

of these species has lagged behind the temperature changes. A similar conclusion was reached by 

recent detailed studies of other North American and European tree species, e.g., Pinus contorta 

(Johnstone & Chapin 2003), Picea glauca (Caccianiga & Payette 2006), Fagus sylvatica (Saltré et 

al. 2013), and Quercus cerris (Nobis & Normand 2014). Further evidence comes from an increasing 

number of broad-scale studies of large sets of European plant species, finding that many species 

have low range filling (Dullinger et al. 2012b, Svenning & Skov 2004) and are still somewhat 

restricted by accessibility to recolonization from glacial refugia (Normand et al. 2011, Svenning et 

al. 2008b, Willner et al. 2009). In northwestern North America, mesic-adapted plants exhibit much 

lower range filling in a formerly largely glaciated region relative to a region less impacted by 

glaciation (Gavin 2009). Legacies between 10
3
-10

4
 years are thus a common result of the 

Quaternary glaciations. Several studies provide evidence for a link between low vagility and low 

range filling (Dullinger et al. 2012b, Gavin 2009, Normand et al. 2011). Other mechanisms 

contributing to these migration lags could be several distance refuge locations (Nogués-Bravo et al. 

2014) and interspecific constraints on migration rates (e.g., competition for light or lack of 

mutualistic interactions) (Svenning et al. 2014).  

Time-lagged local extinction may also leave imprints of past climatic changes, as remnant 

populations may persist despite climate conditions that cannot sustain a viable population over the 

long term (Eriksson 1996). Studies of tree rings in individuals of one of the world’s longest living 

species, the spectacular bristlecone pines (Pinus longaeva) in western North America, have shown 

that during several hundred years of unfavorable conditions no new trees established, but some 

adult trees survived, leaving the initial tree-line unaffected (LaMarche 1973). Another example is 

small-leaved lime (Tilia cordata) in northern Europe, where the species established during warmer 



climates, but now fail to reproduce, persisting clonally (Pigott 1991). A 13,000 years age for a relict 

clone of Quercus palmeri illustrates that such extinction lags may also last up to 10
3
-10

4
 years (May 

et al. 2009), although they may often be shorter, especially where dependent on the longevity of 

single individuals. 

Species diversity 

There is increasing evidence for imprints of paleoclimate on current patterns of species diversity, 

supplementing links to the contemporary environment such as current climate and topography. We 

note that the latter relations to modern environment may themselves also include a paleoclimatic 

signal since geographic and topographic climate configurations themselves have long histories (cf. 

Ruddiman 2014), as discussed in several studies (Lobo et al. 2001, Svenning et al. 2008a, Svenning 

& Skov 2007, Wiens & Donoghue 2004). Hence, a broad-scale relation between species richness 

and a contemporary gradient in climate may in fact reflect the cumulative response of 

diversification to the persistence of such a gradient across millions of years (e.g., Svenning et al. 

2008a, Wiens & Donoghue 2004). 

A few studies have looked for - and found - evidence that species diversity may also be 

shaped by pre-Quaternary climatic changes (Blach-Overgaard et al. 2013, Couvreur et al. 2015, 

Fine & Ree 2006, Jetz & Fine 2012, Kissling et al. 2012a, Ricklefs & Latham 1999). Notably, 

biome-scale tree species richness exhibits stronger correlations to Paleo- and Neogene climatically-

controlled biome area than to current biome area (Fine & Ree 2006), with similar results also 

reported for vertebrate species richness (Jetz & Fine 2012). More indirectly, other studies report 

strong differences in species richness among biogeographic regions that are consistent with Paleo- 

and Neogene climate alone (Kissling et al. 2012a) or jointly with Quaternary changes (Ricklefs & 

Latham 1999). Illustrating that within-region patterns may also be linked to deep-time climate, a 



study of African palms found that accounting for present-day environment, rain-forest palms exhibit 

greater species richness where Pliocene precipitation was relatively high, whereas open-habitat 

palms are more species-rich in areas that were relatively dry during the Miocene (Blach-Overgaard 

et al. 2013). Hence, there is emerging evidence for deep-time paleoclimatic legacies in current 

species diversity patterns, but more work is needed to assess their general importance. 

In contrast, many studies show that Quaternary climatic change can still be evident in 

current patterns of species richness and endemism. On a global scale, high endemism in both plants 

and animals is associated with low glacial-interglacial climatic variability (Jansson 2003, Sandel et 

al. 2011, Tedesco et al. 2012). Several studies document the importance of climate stability and 

accessibility to past refugia for the current richness patterns of plants (especially narrow-ranged) in 

Europe (Svenning et al. 2010, Svenning & Skov 2007, Willner et al. 2009) and western North 

America (Gavin 2009) and of reptiles, amphibians, and small-range mammals in Europe (Araújo et 

al. 2008, Fløjgaard et al. 2010). A study of 19 beetle clades found that the more poorly dispersed 

groups exhibit steeper latitudinal gradients in richness in Europe, consistent with postglacial 

immigration lags (Baselga et al. 2012b). In the Arctic, time-lagged postglacial immigration has led 

to reduced plant species richness on many islands (Hoffmann 2012). The legacies of the Quaternary 

climate fluctuations are also pronounced in tropical regions. Late Quaternary stability of rain forest 

is a dominant determinant of richness patterns for small-ranged and low-dispersed animals in 

tropical Australia (Graham et al. 2006) and for plant and animal endemism patterns in Atlantic 

Brazil (Carnaval and Moritz 2008). Similarly, Madagascar’s mostly small-ranged palm species are 

more species-rich where glacial precipitation was conducive to rainforest persistence 

(Rakotoarinivo et al. 2013). Quaternary coral reef habitat stability and accessibility to 

recolonization from such stable reef areas is also the main positive drivers of coral reef fish species 

richness (Pellissier et al. 2014). In summary, many studies document Quaternary climatic variability 



as an important co-determinant of species richness for various groups of organisms across all 

latitudes, in particular for small ranged or poorly-dispersed species. 

A number of studies have assessed the existence of paleoclimatic legacies in another aspect 

of species diversity, namely spatial species turnover (beta diversity s.l.), all focusing on Quaternary 

glacial-interglacial climatic variability. Quaternary climate change plays a major role in shaping 

global patterns of spatial turnover in several vertebrate groups (Baselga et al. 2012a, Dobrovolski et 

al. 2012, Leprieur et al. 2011) and possibly also in vascular plants (Fitzpatrick et al. 2013). Baselga 

et al. (2012a) suggest that patterns in amphibian beta diversity are driven by speciation and 

persistance in paleoclimatically stable areas, while species losses determine patterns in unstable 

areas. Further, Quaternary glaciation effects are stronger for more poorly dispersed groups 

(Dobrovolski et al. 2012). The importance of Quaternary-scale climate stability has also been 

documented at regional scales. In tropical Australia species turnover in low-dispersed, narrow-

ranged groups of rainforest animals is largely determined by paleoclimatically determined habitat 

connectivity, while current environmental variation determine species turnover in well-dispersed 

groups (Graham et al. 2006). There are similar cases for other organism groups and regions, e.g., 

earthworms and long-horn beetles in Europe (Baselga 2008, Mathieu & Davies 2014) and vascular 

plants in North America (Qian & Ricklefs 2007). Importantly, a comparison of two mountain 

regions in Europe found greater spatial turnover in arctic-alpine plants at not just regional, but also 

down to local scales in the region less affected by Pleistocene glaciations (Lenoir et al. 2010), 

indicating that large-scale paleoclimatic legacies may also affect local community patterns and 

assembly processes. 

Phylogenetic diversity 



There is evidence for legacies of both deep-time (10
7
 yr) and Quaternary (10

5
-10

6 
yr) climate 

change in phylogenetic diversity patterns. Effects of Holocene climate change are conceivable, but 

have not been documented, except for very recent climate change (Willis et al. 2008). 

On multimillion year time scales, climatic effects on speciation and extinction may 

cumulatively influence present-day phylogenetic diversity (Figure 3A), but the evidence for such 

an effect is mixed. While some studies found an effect of climate on diversification rates (Rolland 

et al. 2014), others have not (Soria-Carrasco & Castresana 2012). Correlations between 

phylogenetic diversity and current climate have also been attributed to paleoclimatic effects on 

speciation and extinction (e.g., Feng et al. 2015, Svenning et al. 2008a). In palms, phylogenetic 

diversity is strongly related to climatically-controlled cumulative area of the rainforest biome during 

the Cenozoic (Kissling et al. 2012b), indicating that paleoclimate might influence phylogenetic 

diversity via time-integrated area effects on speciation and extinction (Fine & Ree 2006). 

There is some empirical evidence for Quaternary climate change effects. There is evidence 

that Pleistocene glaciations – to some extent jointly with Neogene cooling - induced 

phylogenetically selective extinction among temperate trees, resulting in floras with reduced 

phylogenetic diversity in regions with strong climate-driven extinction (Eiserhardt et al. 2015). 

Likewise, phylogenetic diversity patterns in Chinese forest trees was best explained by paleoclimate 

change, with increasing phylogenetic clustering in plots with the strongest climate change since the 

LGM (Feng et al. 2014). A global study on mammals also suggests that LGM climate acted as an 

extinction filter, shaping their phylogenetic endemism (a range-size weighted measure of 

phylogenetic diversity) (Rosauer & Jetz 2015). Finally, climate-driven extinctions may cause 

patterns in phylogenetic diversity even if they remove species indiscriminately, if there is 

phylogenetic pattern in the ability of species to recolonize areas subsequent to extinction episodes. 



For example, northern Europe was recolonized by closely related dung beetles, leading to a north-

south gradient in phylogenetic assemblage structure (Hortal et al. 2011). A study on tropical 

Australian plant communities found an association of high PD with areas that were deforested 

during glacial periods, presumably because those communities have been more easily invaded by 

distantly related lineages from an adjacent biogeographic region (Costion et al. 2015). Due to those 

multiple effects that are presumably partly lineage- and region-specific, the general relationship 

between past climate change and phylogenetic diversity needs further investigation. 

Functional diversity 

Few studies have assessed the existence of paleoclimatic legacies in functional diversity. Notably, 

very little attention has been paid to potential deep-time legacies. One example concerns the woody 

dicot leaf margin-temperature relation in temperate South America, which deviates from its 

Northern Hemisphere counterpart, likely as a legacy of warmer Paleogene climates (Hinojosa et al. 

2011). Another example concerns the underrepresentation of small fruit sizes among African palms 

relative to other regions, which may represent extinction filtering by pre-Quaternary drying 

(Kissling et al. 2012b). 

A number of studies suggest that Quaternary glacial-interglacial climate variability has 

imposed historical legacies in functional diversity in plant and animal assemblages in Europe via 

postglacial migrational lags. Species that fill more of their potential range tend to be relatively cold-

tolerant, likely reflecting effective postglacial recolonization from high-latitude glacial refugia 

(Bhagwat & Willis 2008, Nogués-Bravo et al. 2014, Svenning & Skov 2004), and have traits 

associated with higher vagility (Dullinger et al. 2012b, Nogués-Bravo et al. 2014, Normand et al. 

2011). Analogously, among European beetle clades those with poorer dispersal ability exhibit the 

steepest latitudinal declines in species richness (Baselga et al. 2012b). Outside Europe, among 



mesic-adapted plants in the Pacific Northwest species with animal-dispersed seeds occupy a larger 

portion of formerly glaciated areas than species with less dispersal potential (Gavin 2009). Hence, 

traits in assemblages far from glacial refuge locations should be more aggregated, as warmth-

demanding and poorly dispersed species are disproportionally missing. Along these lines, among 

European earthworm assemblages, the less mobile large-bodied species are concentrated in the 

more stable regions, where functional dispersion is also higher (Mathieu & Davies 2014). In 

contrast, there were no glacial legacies in tree functional diversity patterns across Chinese forests 

(Feng et al. 2014). 

While there is clear potential for paleoclimatic legacies in functional diversity patterns and 

some supporting empirical evidence, the latter is too limited to generalize their importance relative 

to the well-documented links to contemporary environment (e.g., Wright et al. 2005). 

Ecosystem functioning 

Not much empirical work has been done on paleoclimatic legacies in ecosystem structure and 

processes, so our knowledge in this area is limited. Climate stability is expected to influence species 

coevolution, with tight species partnerships being less likely in unstable climates, with potential 

consequences for the functioning of such networks and the ecosystems they are embedded in. 

Several studies have tested this idea, in the context of effects of glacial-interglacial climate stability 

on plant-pollinator and plant-frugivore networks, with somewhat mixed results (Dalsgaard et al. 

2011, Schleuning et al. 2012, Dalsgaard et al. 2013, Schleuning et al. 2014). Hence, more work is 

needed to elucidate the generality of such stability effects on ecological networks. Most other cases 

so far published concern relatively short-term (10
2
-10

4
 year) disequilibria, especially for ecosystem 

structure. Notably, there is evidence for such lags in shifts from tundra to forest in response to short 

climatic fluctuations during the last glacial (Huntley et al. 2013), for some tree lines in responses to 



postglacial warming, especially where topographic barriers have delayed migration (Payette 2007), 

as well as from studies simulating responses to future warming (Chapin & Starfield 1997, Normand 

et al. 2013). There are also indications that even longer lags can occur, e.g., where immigration of 

key growth forms such as trees are strongly delayed by severe barriers. An illustrative case comes 

from the last interglacial in Greenland where the effectively dispersed, tall-growing temperate fern 

Osmunda became dominant under boreal climate conditions for several thousands of years, likely 

due to the failure of boreal trees to immigrate from the nearby continents during this period (de 

Vernal & Hillaire-Marcel 2008). Potentially reflecting 10
4
-year postglacial scale lags, a study 

documenting dispersal limitation of the northwards expansion of pine into northwestern American 

boreal spruce-dominated forests highlights the likely strong consequences for ecosystem processes 

such as fire regime, forest productivity, and carbon storage (Johnstone & Chapin 2003). 

IMPLICATIONS FOR ECOLOGICAL DYNAMICS IN THE ANTHROPOCENE 

The existence of paleoclimatic legacies suggests that anthropogenic climate change is likely to also 

induce long-term legacies. Of the two types of historical legacies, these will generally fall into the 

category of lasting effect of transient past events, given that anthropogenic climate change is likely 

to have a transient effect on Earth’s climate, albeit potentially lasting for 10
4
 to 10

5
 years (Herrero 

et al. 2014). These legacies likely include both climate-driven directional changes towards 

equilibrium conditions on 10
5
-year time scales or shorter (Svenning & Sandel 2013) as well as 

quasi-chronic changes due to reshaping of regional species pools via extinction and long-distance 

dispersal. Concerning the former, modelling studies suggest that we should expect disequilibria not 

just in assemblage composition (Dullinger et al. 2012a, Normand et al. 2013), but also in ecosystem 

structure, with tree-line advances lagging behind climate for 10
2
-10

3
 years (Chapin & Starfield 

1997, Normand et al. 2013). Climate-induced extinctions in regional species pools may have even 



longer lasting effects (cf. Eiserhardt et al. 2015). Still, it is unclear how strong such losses generally 

will be (Thuiller et al. 2011) and how much they will affect functional diversity (Thuiller et al. 

2014). Climatic breakdown of biogeographic barriers, e.g., allowing migration between the Pacific 

and the Atlantic, could also have strong and long-lasting consequences (Wisz et al. 2015), as seen 

prehistorically (Bowen et al. 2002). 

The existence of paleoclimatic legacies also has important implications for conservation 

actions. They indicate that species are often not able to track climate changes and point to the need 

for considering assisted migration as a tool to preserve biodiversity and sustain or restore ecosystem 

functioning under future climate change (Lunt et al. 2013). This will particularly be the case for the 

broader landscape and in particular in human-impacted and/or lowland areas where it will be most 

difficult for species to migrate fast enough to track climate change, as already seen now (Bertrand et 

al. 2011). At the same time, as active relocation will be unfeasible for much of biodiversity, there 

will be a strong need for focusing protecting areas that offer good local possibilities for climate 

tracking  or will act as climatically stable refugia (Ackerly et al. 2010, Loarie et al. 2009). 

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES AND EMERGING APPROACHES 

Both theory and empirical evidence point to the likely importance of paleoclimatic legacies for both 

biodiversity and ecosystems. However, there is a clear need to develop theory and analytical 

approaches and to broaden the empirical basis. One focal point for future research should concern 

historical legacies in functional aspects of ecosystems. As discussed above, there are reasons to 

think that such legacies could be widespread and important. However, the theoretical basis is poorly 

developed and empirical studies are scarce. 



There is a strong necessity for developing a systematic analytical framework for assessing 

the importance of paleoclimate in shaping contemporary biodiversity and ecosystems, i.e., jointly 

with other potential determinants. Importantly, the majority of studies of biodiversity and ecosystem 

patterns still do not consider the potential role of paleoclimate in co-determining the observed 

patterns, despite their potential importance in many cases. Further, the relatively few studies 

directly representing paleoclimate are often shaped by data availability and use disparate analytical 

frameworks and methods, limiting their comparability. Inferring paleoclimatic legacies is 

challenging because data spanning multiple timescales need to be integrated, and there is a clear 

need for better integration of current ecological data and the paleo-record (Fritz et al. 2013). 

Stronger tests will be possible by analyzing trajectories of change through time. Methods for 

including global climate dynamics are becoming available (Condamine et al. 2013), but ideally 

climate trends should be included at high temporal and spatial resolution. 

Identifying deep-time paleoclimatic legacies offer particular challenges. This is due to 

difficulties with i) reconstructing the timing of past speciation and extinction events, ii) 

reconstructing the climatic conditions under which they happened, and iii) inferring if the 

descendants of those events have retained their geographic distributions and climatic associations to 

a degree that is sufficient to affect present-day biodiversity patterns. Developing macroevolutionary 

models that integrate those aspects in a single framework is an important future challenge (Lawing 

& Matzke 2014), as is the integration of neo- and paleoecological data sources to parameterize such 

models (Fritz et al. 2013). Once developed, such integrated models would allow us to quantify 

climate-dependent speciation and extinction rates, as well as the strength of dispersal limitation and 

constraints on niche evolution, which allow such rate differences to translate into spatial patterns of 

biodiversity. Such complex models will require large amounts of data to be successfully 

parameterized, including phylogenetic data, current and past occurrences, current and past trait data, 



and current and past environments. Continuing ongoing efforts to assemble and integrate large 

multi-species datasets is thus pivotal. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 

Hypothetical examples of paleoclimatic legacies in biodiversity. A) A climatic event (red) has a 

transient effect in the outcome of an equilibrium process. In the background climate (grey), the 

hypothetical property (e.g., species richness, range filling) fluctuates around an equilibrium state 

(dashed line), but the climatic event (red) causes a departure from the equilibrium (e.g., through 

mass extinction, range contraction). This leads to a legacy that is only visible during the relaxation 

phase, i.e., until the property has reached equilibrium again. B) A climatic event (red) has a 

permanent effect on the outcome of a cumulative process. In the background climate (grey), the 

growth of the hypothetical property is positive, but during a short climatic event (red) it is strongly 

negative. After the event, the property is lower at any point in time than if the event had not 

occurred (stippled line), i.e., the legacy is permanent. C) A permanent change in climate (from blue 

to red) has a transient effect on an equilibrium process by shifting the equilibrium state (dashed 

line). If the equilibrium state changes more quickly than the property of interest, a transient legacy 

will be visible during relaxation to the new equilibrium. D) A permanent change in climate has a 

permanent effect on a cumulative process. Due to slower growth of the hypothetical property in 

blue climate, its value is permanently lower than if contemporary (orange) climate had prevailed 

throughout history. 

 

Figure 2 

Sources and likely durations of time lags in historical legacies in biodiversity and ecosystems. Over 

very long time scales, such as the 66 million duration of the Cenozoic, the slow development of 

cumulative processes such as diversification may be important. On time scales of 100,000 to a few 



million years (such as during the Quaternary or across the late Cenozoic), slow adaptation and range 

shifts may dominate. Over decades to thousands of years (within the Holocene), these factors are 

likely to remain important, with local population dynamics playing an increasingly important role. 

Finally, over seconds to years, physiological processes may show important lags. 

 

Figure 3 

Two hypothetical scenarios of paleoclimatic effects on phylogenetic diversity. In A), two clades 

diversify in separate regions with different climate histories. In this example, diversification rates 

depend on climate. As low-diversification climate prevailed throughout most of the history of 

Region 1, the clade in this region has not only lower species richness, but also lower phylogenetic 

diversity than expected given the number of species (‘phylogenetic clustering’). In B), species of 

the same clade are subjected to different climates in different regions. In this example, an extreme 

climate event (e.g., glaciation) acts as an extinction filter. If the traits that determine the ability of 

species to tolerate glaciation (or recolonize a region after glaciation) are phylogenetically structured 

(show phylogenetic signal), the species in the glaciated Region 2 will not only be fewer, but also 

phylogenetically clustered.  

 

Figure 4 

Potential mechanisms generating paleoclimatic legacies in functional diversity (mean and 

variability of functional traits). As a result of climatic changes - warm (Time 1) to cold (Time 2) to 

warm conditions (Time 3) - the trait distributions will change, as some trait values are removed for 

the pool (black boxes) and others evolve in response to new climatic conditions (transparent boxes). 



New trait states do not emerge as soon as climatic conditions change (dashed distributions), but take 

time to adapt to these new conditions (evolutionary lags; end period in time 2 and 3, solid 

distributions). As warm conditions return (Time 3), the trait distribution represents only a fraction 

of the original trait pool, even after traits start responding via evolution, reflecting the legacy of past 

extinction and evolutionary lags. 

 

Figure 5 

Paleoclimatic filtering on response trait may impose historical legacies in species and functional 

diversity via cumulative evolutionary effects, extinction, or dispersal-linked filtering during 

recolonization. These changes may translate in to changes in ecosystem function if the effect trait 

composition is affected, via interdependencies between response and effect traits. 
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